Ivy and Ash's dad is cooking up another wild and wacky recipe. Can you help him find all the ingredients he needs in the word search below?

| TMCHEESE | ICECREAM | VYES | GUTGVPDXABUNLZWPTTTF | SPNZFQQFERORXZHACATN | GMSASQUTEPRURRISHRSJ | GSHMLHRYSGSXYFWAGMO | EMEOAAEJJPDPPTOPHQBB | DUCPNRRVIMHNZTMRLSGR | ESFQUHDSQUIRIDINKLI1HUL | LTMKITYSHMSWWGFNGFAS | KAELEGPMNMDTMRHGOALS | CRREOTBWRIDADJEQUEE | IDOTYYSHUFFLEBOTTML | PCXYYCYCJHSGUBLAARSFKS | PUWUEHLANKCSHOJVFESS | ESAGHERKINSANDWICHQP | LTRODRUFABKDCJABAVIR | SAETEHEREHSYZZIFASZO | RTERDBSHXSJDNSHKKKEU | RDEWEYTAQEXSHYADMLET | YBEFFWELLINGTONBOOTT |

**Words**
- tuna and marshmallow bake
- fizzy sherbet tea
- brussels sprout
- mustard custard
- squid ink
- curry trifle
- beef wellington boot
- fish gravy
- cheese ice-cream
- pickled eggs
- gherkin sandwich
- dotty shufflebottom
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